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Our Goal
....................................................................................................................................................................................

Our goal is to help folks get the value out of their Sitecore investment by using parts of the product that they may 
not already. In this presentation we’re going to show people how to use Sitecore’s personalization tools.

Common Personalization Terms
....................................................................................................................................................................................

Personalization
Altering the display of a website based on information we have about the visitor viewing the site.

OMS, DMS, and XDB
These are all the names for the Sitecore functionality that has allowed for website personalization. Different 
versions of Sitecore have called it different things.

It’s currently called XDB.
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Display Components
These are the granular pieces of display on a website.

In the Sitecore world they’re called often called Sublayouts, Renderings or Views. In the business world they’re 
called a whole range of things including “portlets”, “blocks”, “widgets”. 

Display components are built by developers during development.

We’re choosing a neutral term because the actual underlying tech doesn’t matter when it comes to personalizing 
them and it’s good to be precise when discussing technical matters like these.

Data Sources
Usually the content being shown to a user on a given page is coming from the Sitecore “context item”. Context 
items are the item from the content tree that corresponds to the URL being requested. However, display
components in Sitecore can allow for specific pieces of content to be set as their “data source” to provide content 
for that component that differs from the context item. 

Think of them like “cartridges” in an old video game system. The system (display component) can play whatever 
game (data source) you put in it.

Rules
Sitecore uses rules to define personalization situations.

These rules work like the rules in our email programs: “If X condition is met, perform action A.”

Sitecore’s personalization rules can be compound: “If X and Y but not Z condition is met, perform action A.”

The best part about the way these are implemented is that these rules are all exposed through the CMS. This 
means that content editors/marketers can set them up themselves right through the CMS.



How Sitecore Personalization Works
....................................................................................................................................................................................
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There is much hype and some confusion around what Sitecore’s personalization tools do. At the end of the day it’s 
pretty straight forward: Sitecore’s personalization tools let you define rules and then change the data source or 
display component being shown based on the evaluation of those rules.

There are a few things you need to do before you can start using Sitecore’s personalization. These things may be 
already done in your implementation. If not, we can help.

OMS/DMS/XDB Should Be Enabled – This may require additional servers and configuration if not.

A good solution architecture is required – Pages must be broken up into display properties that accept data 
sources. You also need data template types and content structures to provide content for those display
components.

Sitecore Provided Services Should be Licensed – You need to make sure you’ve signed up for the appropriate 
services if you intend to take advantage of device detection or GeoIP lookup.

Pre-Requisites For Using Personalization
....................................................................................................................................................................................



Personalization Setup Walkthrough
....................................................................................................................................................................................
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Lets walk through setting up some personalization.

First you need to create your content. You’ll need a piece of data source content for each personalization rule you 
want to create. Do this by creating new content items in an appropriate part of the content tree and make them
live (move them through workflow, publish them, etc…).

Next, navigate to the page you want to personalize and edit it in Experience Editor. Click on the component and 
click the personalization icon.

Define the conditions you want to personalize for. Choose rules and set their options to define these conditions. 
Choose the action to happen when the condition is true: set a data source item, choose a different display
component to show, or do both.

Save your changes and make the page you personalized live (via workflow, publishing, or whatever your solution 
requires). You can preview how the page will look by choosing the dropdown options on the component’s menu in 
experience editor.

The Steps You Need to Take To Set Up Personalization In Your
Implementation

....................................................................................................................................................................................

Determine how to target cases using rules
Figure out which Sitecore provided rules you can use to segment your users for 
personalization.

Develop personalized cases
Think about the audiences you want to provide personalized content for.

Implement your personalization rules
Use the CMS interfaces to set everything up as you’ve seen in the demos and 
training.

Identify areas for personalization
Look for visible places on your site where different audiences may be looking
for different content.

Create content for each case
Create and enter the content that you want to provide to your users. Don’t forget to 
include content for “unknown” users.

Make everything live
Move your content through workflow and/or publish everything as appropriate for 
your implementation.



Personalization Rules: Your Best Bets
....................................................................................................................................................................................
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Sitecore provides a large number of rules out of the box. This large list may be confusing to first-timers, so here are 
a few that you’ll most likely find useful.

GeoIP
These are the ones that let you target users based on information about their location. Read this blog post of mine 
with details about the individual rules: tadigital.com/blog/sitecore-geographic-personalization-rules/

You must be using Sitecore’s location lookup service in order for these rules to work.

Security
This group allows you to access information about your visitor and any account info they may have setup. It’s very 
useful when you have authenticated users, but some can still be useful for anonymous visitors.

Visit
Sitecore has very powerful behavioral based personalization capabilities that can be used to target users who have 
visited certain pages, certain types of pages, or triggered various goals. This group of rules are used to access 
information about visits when you’re using those or various other attributes of a user’s visit to your site.



About TA Digital

www.tadigital.com

TA DigitalTM is a registered trademark of TechAspect Solutions, Inc.
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TA Digital is an innovative digital transformation agency, specializing in delivering digital experience, commerce, 
and marketing solutions. For nearly two decades, we have been helping traditional businesses transform and 
create dynamic digital cultures through disruptive strategies and agile deployment of innovative solutions. 

We are known as a global leader in the digital technology industry for helping marketing leaders achieve their 
revenue targets, create profitable, omni-channel customer and commerce experiences. 

TA Digital has high-level strategic partnerships with digital technology companies Adobe, Amazon AWS, 
Microsoft, Sitecore, Acquia, Marketo, SAP Hybris, Elastic Path, IBM Watson Marketing, and Episerver. The 
company was named on 2013, 2014, 2015 Inc. 5000 list as one of the fastest-growing technology companies 
in the United States.

How can we help you?

Talk to our team about your specific business challenges, and digital initiatives; and we’ll show you how you can 
innovate by leveraging our solution - TA Digital CommerceFactory Powered by Elastic Path Commerce and Acquia 
Cloud solution - to take your enterprise to the next level. Ensure we have our contact information included.

*Requires separate license agreement between client and service provider.
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